PARTNERS FOR GOAL:

Youth  Participation- Led Community Trainings
Four youth leaders from three of the local community organizations worked on this project, delivering content on public relations and management to different community groups in the city, including the Boys and Girls Club.

The youth leadership training sessions focused on public relations and management to develop the leadership capacity of youth leaders. The training covered topics such as public relations, management, leadership, and conflict resolution.


Three training sessions were conducted by the youth leadership training team of PRP that resulted in a total of 300 participants. Results showed that 80% of the target audience found the training sessions informative and beneficial.

*The training was successful in providing information on social issues and solutions that can lead to the empowerment of young people and the creation of social justice for all communities.*

Towards a Gender Equitable Society

Goal:

Contribute to an environment in which social norms around gender equality are bridged and essential to its equal and fair participation and empowerment of women. Benefits:

- Increased awareness and understanding of gender issues
- Enhanced participation of women in leadership roles
- Addressed social norms related to gender and encouraged equality

Mini-Segments Campaign Launch:
The first new segment was launched under this project after launch. It released important social media platforms on BNHIC, MNNH, and WLN. It reached a total of 200,000 viewers. The campaign focused on addressing social norms related to gender and encouraged equality.

PILOT YOUTH PLATFORMS

Goal:

Reopen youth in Lebanon and Jordan to social and online platforms and to increase youth platforms on a social scale.

- The youth participates in a platform launch that the online platforms: Launch "founding figures," access social media platforms with "founding figures," mentor youth and support their development.
- The youth addresses social norms, challenges, and opportunities of young people.
- Mentoring- Model: Launch "founding figures," access social media platforms with "founding figures." Launch "founding figures," access social media platforms with "founding figures." Launch "founding figures," access social media platforms with "founding figures." Launch "founding figures," access social media platforms with "founding figures." Launch "founding figures," access social media platforms with "founding figures." Launch "founding figures," access social media platforms with "founding figures." Launch "founding figures," access social media platforms with "founding figures.

IRELIGIOUS FREEDOM ROUNDTABLES - FORB

Goal:

To promote religious freedom for all communities in Lebanon by strengthening multi-faith understanding and cooperation and promoting discourse and collective engagement and advocating collective advocacy to enhance religious freedom in Lebanon.

In the second roundtable meeting was convened including representatives of various religious and non-religious organizations in Lebanon. In this roundtable, participants discussed the different possibilities of defining freedom of religion and belief. They also discussed the role of collective engagement and advocacy in promoting religious freedom in Lebanon.

As a result of the meeting, it was agreed to collaborate with the following organizations:
- "The personal facts file for religious liberty and
- Lawyers for religious education and
- "FORB" initiative.